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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

According to a cost-bene9t analysis by Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D., and independent researcher Kathy

Dopp, the COVID jab is deadlier than COVID-19 itself for anyone under the age of 80. The cost-

bene9t analysis  looked at publicly available oKcial data from the U.S. and U.K. for all age groups,

and compared all-cause mortality to the risk of dying from COVID-19.

“All age groups under 50 years old are at greater risk of fatality after receiving a COVID-19

inoculation than an unvaccinated person is at risk of a COVID-19 death,” Seneff and Dopp conclude.

For younger adults and children, there’s no bene9t, only risk.

“This analysis is conservative,” the authors note, “because it ignores the fact that

inoculation-induced adverse events such as thrombosis, myocarditis, Bell’s palsy, and other

vaccine-induced injuries can lead to shortened life span.

When one takes into consideration the fact that there is approximately a 90% decrease in

risk of COVID-19 death if early treatment is provided to all symptomatic high-risk persons,

one can only conclude that mandates of COVID-19 inoculations are ill-advised.

Considering the emergence of antibody-resistant variants like Delta and Omicron, for most

age groups COVID-19 vaccine inoculations result in higher death rates than COVID-19 does

for the unvaccinated.”

Real-Life Risk Reduction Is Negligible

The analysis is also conservative in the sense that it only considers COVID jab fatalities that occur

within one month of injection. Looking at the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System

(VAERS), we’re now seeing that many of those who are dying got the jab around April 2021 or

earlier, so we know the shots can signi9cantly cut your life short even if they don’t kill you in the

9rst month. As detailed in Seneff’s and Dopp’s paper:

“Absolute real-life risk reductions (ARRs) ... from COVID inoculations vary from a low of

negative 0.00007% (an increased risk of a COVID death from inoculation) for children under

age 18 to a positive 0.183% (0.00183) risk reduction of a COVID death for persons over age

80 ...

COVID vaccine inoculations increase risk of death and produce a net negative beneSt, aka

increased risk of death ... for all age groups younger than 60 years old. In other words, the

COVID inoculations cause a net increase, rather than decrease, in the likelihood of death

for all persons under 60 years old.

For those over 60 years old, the beneSt of COVID inoculations is negligible, ranging from a

0.0016% reduction in likelihood of death for a 60- to 69-year-old persons to a 0.125%

reduction in likelihood of death for those over 80 years old. Because preventative

treatments are often given to well persons, a vaccine is supposed to provide very small risk

compared to beneSt.

Thus, such high fatality risks (VFRs) versus low beneSt of risk reduction (ARRs) from the

COVID inoculations are not acceptable, especially considering that low-cost, effective

treatments are available that would additionally reduce COVID-19 death rates by as much

as 90% or more if provided as soon as symptoms appear in high-risk persons.”

Meanwhile, data from an analysis  by researchers Spiro Pantazatos and Herve Seligmann suggest

U.S. deaths reported to VAERS are underreported by a factor of 20. Their analysis was used to

calculate vaccine fatality rates (VFR), the number needed to treat/vaccinate (NNT) to prevent one

COVID death, the expected number of vaccine fatalities to prevent one COVID death, and the

expected number of vaccine fatalities compared to COVID fatalities by age group:

Age group VFR — Vaccine

fatality rate

NNT to prevent one

COVID death

Expected vaccine

fatalities to

prevent one COVID

death

Expected number

of vaccine

fatalities compared

to COVID fatalities

Under 18 0.004% Vaccine causes

higher COVID

death rate

Vaccine causes

higher COVID

death rate

51

18 to 29 0.005% 318,497 16 8

30 to 39 0.009% 164,538 15 7

40 to 49 0.017% 55,516 9 5

50 to 59 0.016% 11,760 2 1

60 to 69 0.026% 3,624 1 1

70 to 79 0.048% 1,300 1 0

80 to 89 0.057% 547 0 0

Summary Findings

In summary, key 9ndings in this paper include the following:

For those under 18, the COVID jab increases their risk of dying from COVID-19; those under 18

are 51 times more likely to die from the jab than they are to die from COVID if not vaccinated.

In those aged 18 to 29, the COVID jab is 16 times more likely to kill a person than save their life

if they get COVID. They’re also eight times more likely to die from the jab than to die from

COVID if not vaccinated.

Those aged 30 to 39 are 15 times more likely to die from the COVID jab than prevent their

death, and they’re seven times more likely to die from the inoculation than to die from COVID if

not vaccinated.

Those aged 40 to 49 are nine times more likely to die from the COVID jab than having it prevent

their death, and they’re 9ve times more likely to die from the jab than to die from COVID if not

vaccinated.

Those aged 50 to 59 are twice (2 times) more likely to die from the COVID inoculation than to

prevent one COVID death, while their risk of dying from the jab or dying from COVID if

unvaccinated is about the same.

Only when you get into the 60 and older categories do the risks between the jab and COVID

infection even out. In the 60 to 69 age group, the shot will kill one person for every person it saves

from dying of COVID, so it’s a tossup as to whether it might be worth it for any given person.

Cost-BeneCt Analysis Must Drive Public Health Policy

Common sense tells us that COVID-19 vaccination policy ought to be rooted in a rational evaluation

of the true costs and bene9ts, and to do that, we need to assess whether the jabs are bene9cial or

harmful, and to what extent. So far, governments have completely ignored the cost of this mass

injection campaign, focusing solely on perceived or imagined (not proven) bene9t.

As a result, we’re looking at the worst public health disaster in known history. The greatest tragedy

of all is that none of our public health oKcials has bothered to protect even the youngest among

us.

“ As of February 11, 2022, there were 34,223
COVID jab injury reports in the U.S. involving
children under the age of 17.”

The OpenVAERS team recently started looking at injury reports in children aged 17 and younger,

and to their shock, they found 34,223 U.S. reports involving this age group through February 11,

2022. You can 9nd the Child’s Report here.  This is a staggering number, considering the 12- to 17-

year-olds have only been eligible for the shot since May 2021, and 5- to 11-year-olds since October

2021.

PCzer Withdraws EUA Application for Children Under 5

Interestingly, February 11, 2022, P9zer abruptly withdrew its Emergency Use Authorization (EUA)

application for children under 5.  The question is why? According to the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration and P9zer, they want to collect more data on the effects of a third dose, as two

doses did not produce expected immunity in 2- to 5-year-olds.

Three days later, former FDA Commissioner and current P9zer board member Dr. Scott Gottlieb told

CNBC  the EUA application was pulled because COVID cases are so low among young children that

the shot couldn’t be shown to provide much of a bene9t.

But according in an email notice to subscribers, OpenVAERS stated, “None of these explanations

suKce because all of that information was known prior to P9zer submitting this EUA to the FDA on

February 1 [2022]. It makes one wonder whether adverse events in the treatment group might be

the factor that neither P9zer nor the FDA want to talk about?”

Those Who Should Be in the Know Don’t Know a Thing

In related news, Jessica Rose, Ph.D., a research fellow at the Institute for Pure and Applied

Knowledge in Israel, highlighted a February 5, 2022, Freedom of Information Request sent to the

Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA), the Australian equivalent of the FDA.  The inquiry asked

for documents relating to the TGA’s assessment of:

The presence and risk of micro-RNA sequences within the Comirnaty mRNA active ingredient

(the mRNA genomic sequence)

The presence and risk of oncomirs (cancer-causing micro-RNA) in Comirnaty

The presence and risk of stop codon read-through (suppression of codon activity) arising as a

result of the use of pseudouridine in Comirnaty

The composition of the 9nal protein product (molecular weight and amino acid sequence)

produced following injection of the Comirnaty mRNA product in human subjects

The risk of the use of AES-mtRNR1 3’ untranslated region of the Comirnaty mRNA product in

human subjects

As it turns out, the TGA has none of these documents, because they’ve not assessed any of these

risks. Why does this matter? Well, as explained by Rose:

“Micro-RNA (miRNAs) are small (20-22 nucleotides) single-stranded non-coding RNA

molecules that function to interrupt or suppress gene expression at transcriptional or

translational levels to regulate gene expression.”

Considering micro-RNA can alter gene expression, wouldn’t we want to know if micro-RNAs are

present in the shot, considering we’re injecting hundreds of millions of people, including teenagers

and children? The same goes for oncomirs, the suppression of codon activity, protein products and

the rest.

“Stephanie Seneff has warned  of two miRNAs that disrupt the type-1 interferon response

in any cell, including immune cells: miR-148a and miR-590,” Rose continues.

“I don’t know what potential connections there are here yet, but it is safe to say that any

tech that involves the introduction of foreign mRNA to be mass-produced by human cells

must be thoroughly safety tested.

The fact that none of these documents ‘exist’ is proof positive that they either have no idea

what the potential effects of what they made are because they did no bench

work/investigations/studies, or, that they know and are hiding the results. Either choice is

beyond criminal.”

The Critical Design Flaw

In an August 2021 Substack article,  British cybersecurity researcher Ehden Biber homed in on the

potential risks of using pseudouridine to optimize the codon.

The COVID shots do not contain the identical mRNA found in the SARS-CoV-2 virus. The mRNA has

been genetically manipulated in a process called “codon optimization,” and this process is actually

known to create unexpected and detrimental side effects.

“How come P9zer, Moderna, AstraZeneca, Janssen etc. are using a technology that both they and

the regulators know will cause unknown results?” Biber asked. The reason codon optimization was

used is because it’s pretty diKcult to get your body to produce a given protein by injecting mRNA.

It’s a slow and generally ineKcient process. In order for the injection to work, they need higher

levels of protein expression than is naturally possible. Scientists bypass this problem by making

substitutions in the genetic instructions. They’ve discovered that you can swap out certain

nucleotides (three nucleotides make up a codon) and still end up with the same protein in the end.

But the increased eKciency comes at a terrible cost.

When substituting parts of the code in this way, the resulting protein can easily get misfolded, and

this has been linked to a variety of chronic diseases,  including Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s disease

and heart failure.  As explained by Biber:

“Turns out the protein which was manufactured when codon optimization has different

ways it folds and a different 3D shape, and it ‘could cause immunogenicity, for example,

which wouldn’t be seen until late-stage clinical trials or even after approval.’ This statement

relates to the NORMAL approval cycle. The COVID vaccines went via an accelerated one.”

Now, the FDA has been fully aware of these problems since 2011, when Chava Kimchi Sarfaty,

Ph.D., a principal investigator at the FDA, stated that “We do not believe that you can optimize

codons and have the protein behave as it did in its native form.”

She went on to warn, “The changed form could cause immunogenicity, for example, which wouldn’t

be seen until late-stage clinical trials or even after approval."

If the FDA knew all this back in 2011, why have they not raised objections against codon

optimization being used in the making of the COVID jabs? The same question needs to be asked of

the Australian TGA.

The FOIA requester was likely thinking of the March 2021 paper, “BNT162b2 Vaccine: Possible

Codons Misreading, Errors in Protein Synthesis and Alternative Splicing Anomalies”  when they put

together that inquiry, because that paper highlights P9zer’s extensive codon optimization using

pseudouridine, which has known adverse effects, as well as the use of 3’-UTR sequence, the

consequences of which are still unknown.

The fact that the TGA has no data on the risks of these modi9cations just goes to show that they,

like the U.S. FDA, are not actually working to ensure these jabs are safe. They’re protecting the

pro9ts of the drug companies.

P9zer even admits, in its BNT162b2/Comirnaty Risk Management Plan submitted to the FDA to get

EUA, that the codon optimization they did resulted in elevated gamma-glutamyl transferase (GGT),

which is an early marker of heart failure. Elevated GGT is also an indicator of insulin resistance,

cardiometabolic disease,  liver disease  and chronic kidney disease.

That alone should have raised some questions, were the FDA actually looking out for public health.

All in all, there’s more reason than ever to question the COVID jab mandates and the use of these

shots in children.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has 9nally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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Without a doubt, crimes against humanity that are now being exposed by the Grand Jury and contemplate the objective data of Dr.

Mercola. It is understood how mass training psychosis has been exercised, it is a form of brainwashing and mind control by the media

subjected to the deep state. This media imposes a hypnosis on the masses to believe that there is a terrifying "virus" soating in the air,

and the only way to stop it is by wearing a mask and getting "vaccinated"; Otherwise, you could die a horrible death while endangering

your own family and friends or professional colleagues. “If you tell a lie big enough and keep repeating it, people will eventually come to

believe it.

The lie can be maintained only for such time as the state can shield the people from the political, economic, and/or military

consequences of the lie. It thus becomes vitally important for The State to use all of its powers to repress dissent, for the truth is the

mortal enemy of the lie, and thus by extension, the truth is the greatest enemy of The State.” The link illustrates what is happening in

modern psychological operations run by governments, global forums such as the UN and WHO, and the WEF. Hitler's Basic Principles

against us and, in particular, have been used against "anti-vaccine" doctors, scientists and lawyers who have spoken out against the

totalitarian practices of Western governments, the CDC and the narratives approved by the WHO discussed early treatment or attempted

to examine or explore the data related to vaccine adverse events or the logic of universal vaccination.

PROPAGANDA, CORPORATISM, AND THE HIDDEN GLOBAL COUP. By Malone MD

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/propaganda-corporatism-and-the-hidden?token=..  (02/28/2022)
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Children are the main affected by this propaganda and misinformation. The American Federation of Teachers inked a deal with

NewsGuard — a for-pro9t “fact-checking” company with deep ties to Big Pharma — to help students in U.S. classrooms “navigate a

sea of online disinformation.” A February 2021 NewsGuard interview with Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. was "italicized in footnote form

with fact checks debunking the dozens of arguments Kennedy employed to buttress his false claim that COVID vaccines -19 from

P9zer and Moderna are dangerous." As noted by Dr. Joseph Mercola: “Seeing how Publicis represents most of the major

pharmaceutical companies in the world and funded the creation of NewsGuard,

It's not far-fetched to assume Publicis might insuence NewsGuard's ratings of drug industry competitors, such as alternative

health sites.“ Being a Google partner, Publicis also has the ability to bury undesirable views that might hurt its clientele.” Publicis is

a partner of the WEF and, indeed, appears as a partner of the WEF’s “Great Reset” (as are pharmaceutical companies and

COVID-19 vaccine manufacturers such as AstraZeneca, Johnson & Johnson, Moderna, and P9zer).

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/big-pharma-newsguard-fact-checking..  (02/28/2022)
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It is superstition to believe that holding a piece of paper in front of your nose will protect you from disease. If there is even an

airborne virus, you cannot avoid it if you are still breathing air. In fact, a damp mask may trap all manner of microbes and some are

lethal. Young children who have been forced to wear masks in school are dying of lung diseases. (Wish I would recall the name of

the children's hospital in PA where 300 children were hospitalized with mask-related disease. A doctor said he expected many of

them to die.) If a virus will pass thru a porcelain plate, what good is a mask?  I continue to go everywhere and hug people because

they seem to need a hug now more than ever.

I have been very healthy these last few years, no cold or su. I am not willing to live in fear.  If I get sick, I will heal and have

long-term immunity. That is the way real science works. However, I doubt I will get sick--prob not even if I attended a "covid party".

I have con9dence in my immune system.
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Hey Gui - Those Who Should Be in the Know Don’t Know a Thing. Actually, they know how to sell snow to Eskimo's. When Doc

shares clips showing Fauci explaining what he believes needs to be done to run end runs around safety measures shows he knows

what Big Pharma wants & he thought he knew how to get it for them. What the last two years has exposed is most of what has

been going on with Vax's is most likely unnecessary saturation especially with su shots. If we quarantine the sick, or the sick wear

a mask, protect those most at risk, do early treatment with known standard care the number of possible needed shots goes way

down. The one size does not 9t all factor doesn't seem to even be considered - because it reduces high pro9ts? Also, if one has

Diabetes & circulation problems, or heart and circulation problems doesn't that suggest a Jab/s causing clots is a terrible idea.

How are those who had Jab/s affecting the blood supply? It appears Fauci also brought his terror campaign holding Drs.,

researchers, schools to toe the line inside the Medical Institutions to the outside and into the general public, 9tting seamlessly into

the Mass Formation Psychosis program now under motion. With Western Legacy Media reporting Russians run on the banks for

US Dollars, just wondering if the WEF Digital Currency business is being forced on them?
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Hi, Gui. I had already posted; but, thank you for presenting the "Bigger Picture"; which, I believe, we should all be focusing on. If we

don't..."we'll never see it coming"!
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Gui- Here is the latest update from the news yesterday on eKcacy for the P9zer vaccine for kids 5-11. They are blaming the drop

on the lower dose (1/3rd) used for that age group. Now they are talking about another booster for them. It never ends.

www.cnbc.com/2022/02/28/p9zer-covid-vaccine-was-just-12percent-effect..
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Yes, Almond, it is terrible to think that children have been locked up in their homes for lack of air and sun in the middle of nature. In

addition to the serious danger to mental and physical health of the terrible masks, knowing that there is no risk except serious

previous pathologies Many children have a natural immunity to COVID-19 and are also not signi9cant vectors of transmission. So

there really is no need to impose draconian COVID restrictions on children for fear of their safety or the safety of others, let alone a

vaccine that would lead to lifelong health consequences. murder of defenseless children.

Missouri Attorney General Eric Schmitt 9led a lawsuit against 36 school districts (SDs) in the state. The lawsuit brought by the

state's top Republican prosecutor sought to challenge mask mandates put in place to control the Wuhan coronavirus in schools.

On January 24, the GOP AG sued an additional nine SDs, bringing the total number of districts facing legal action over mask

mandates to 45. www.youtube.com/watch  ago.mo.gov/home/news/2022/01/24/missouri-attorney-general-eric-schmitt..  (01/

22/2022)
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Yes Just, it is preventive Natural medicine and early treatments, with protection of people at risk, that would have put an end to this

Plandemic a long time ago. Doctors and scientists who 9ght against the science of lies and disinformation are attacked in their

profession and social life. As reported by Dr. Mercola to Dr. Meryl J. Nassen, (yesterday's report) who has been practicing for 25

years recently had her license temporarily revoked and is now forced to see a "board selected psychologist" , all because she was

caught prescribing hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) and ivermectin for the Wuhan coronavirus.

Nass, and presumably others like her, are being persecuted for trying to save lives. Nass is now required to “submit to a

neuropsychological evaluation by a board-selected psychologist on February 1, 2022,” the reports explain, and she must pass the

evaluation to regain her license. harbingersdaily.com/doctor-loses-license-must-have-psych-evaluation-fo..   According to Summit

News, the UK and Canadian governments have admitted to using "totalitarian" methods of "mind control" to force compliance. In

her interview with Rogan after being banned from Twitter, she explained the mass hysteria, in part by comparing what we're seeing

now with COVID to Germany in the Hitler era.

“And one of the aspects of that phenomenon is that the people that they identify as their leaders, the ones typically that come in

and say you have this pain and I can solve it for you. I and I alone,” Malone further explained, “Then they will follow that person. It

doesn't matter whether they lied to them or whatever. The data is irrelevant.”

summit.news/2022/01/03/mass-formation-psychosis-admittedly-used-by-gov..  (03/01/2022)
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There is no sound scienti9c evidence for contagion, it was all fabricated out of whole cloth. Key pioneering researchers even

admitted this in their notes etc. Thus, ALL "vaccines" are fraudulent for the stated-purpose, so really chemical/biological weapons,

not medicine, which is clearly unlawful, thus everyone who injected them is criminal! Try to realise just how massive the unlawful

actions (criminality) of government staff has been, for over a century, for allowing/normalising/enforcing/executing "vaccination"!

Any state allowance for use a drug use which had no proper initial testing and regular testing of used vials from each batch they

received, is negligent, including because they'd have to be idiots or corrupt to trust the alleged ingredient lists for such lucrative

drugs! It would be better have communities with community rules, but no government at all, especially not the far worse 'solution'

of a world government.
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"News" update! After more than two years of bombarding us with covid "news"; there has been none at all in the main headlines for

the past two days! I did; however, 9nd this nonsense, buried deep. I 9le it under the heading of "keep the oblivious masses

confused"! "COVID from live animals at Wuhan food market, not lab: Studies The data found that the virus likely spread to people

either working or shopping at that market". The bulk of the news now, is the Ukraine/Russia weapon of mass distraction! Of

course, our illustrious "leader", AKA Tyrant Trudeau is sending all kinds of military weapons to the Ukraine...missiles, tanks (you're

welcome!), guns, grenades, body armour, etc. - you'd almost think that there was Big Money involved! I'm anxious to see what

media Covid Conniving Scheme comes next. Stay tuned!
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Gui- This is what is going on in Chicago's public school system.

wirepoints.org/chicago-public-school-oKcials-appeased-the-chicago-te..
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COVID Jab Deadlier Than COVID for Anyone Under 80
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Recent data analysis shows the COVID jab is deadlier than COVID-19 itself for

anyone under the age of 80. For younger adults and children, there’s no bene9t, only

risk

)

All age groups under 50 years old are at greater risk of dying after receiving a COVID

jab than an unvaccinated person is at risk of dying from COVID-19

)

For those under 18, the COVID jab increases their risk of dying from COVID-19.

They’re also 51 times more likely to die from the jab than they are to die from COVID

if not vaccinated

)

Only when you get into the 60 and older categories do the risks between the jab and COVID infection become about even. In the 60 to 69 age

group, the shot will kill one person for every person it saves from dying of COVID, so it’s a tossup as to whether it might be worth it for any

given person

)

Data suggest U.S. deaths reported to VAERS are underreported by a factor of 20)
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Guillermou
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Thank you fvtomasch. “P9zer Covid vaccine was just 12% effective against omicron in kids 5 to 11, study 9nds out” a headline that

warns us that absolute eKcacy will be negative and reaKrms the total inconvenience of vaccinating children. Children's Health

Defense (CHD), along with Chairman and Chief Legal Counsel Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., today delivered a letter to top public health

oKcials and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) Vaccines and Related Biological Products Advisory Committee

(VRBPAC) urging them to reject P9zer’s application for Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) of its COVID vaccine for children 6

months through 4 years of age.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-jr-chd-fda-deny-eua-p9zer-vac..  (10/02/2022) 8-Year-Old Boy Dies of MIS 7 Days After

P9zer Vaccine, VAERS Report Shows VAERS data released Friday by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention included a

total of 1,134,984 reports of adverse events from all age groups following COVID vaccines, including 24,402 deaths and 196,203

serious injuries between Dec. 14, 2020, and Feb. 18, 2022.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaers-cdc-8-year-old-boy-dies-p9z..  (02/25/2022)
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Yes, Keythong are experimental "vaccines" that only cause suffering, disease and death. After reviewing P9zer's Covid vaccine

data submitted to the Japanese government, Malone said he was "shocked" and "demoralized" by what he discovered. The

agencies allowed the pharmaceutical giant with a criminal record to proceed with human trials and granted it Emergency Use

Authorization for its Covid vaccine based on its "grossly inadequate package of information." Malone says that no healthy young

man should get a Covid vaccine, which is much more dangerous than the virus, he is surprised by the lack of public messages

about the danger. Also, it doesn't mean the heart condition isn't affecting older people, but Malone has lost con9dence in

regulators' interest in recognizing the signs. www.lifesitenews.com/.../744314
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Yes, Randy, omicron is not what the globalist elite expected and they remain silent, although there is news that should go viral.

Compared with seasonal su shots, the risk of stroke after injection of one Fauci su shot (or two, or three) is 11,361% higher, the

most recent VAERS data shows. noti9cation of adverse events of vaccines). “This means that Covid-19 injections are 115

times/11,361% more likely to cause a stroke in the recipient than su shots,” explains Exposé.

dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/22/risk-of-stroke-due-to-covid-jab-increases-by..  (02/22/2022)
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fundamentalassumptions
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Yes, it is superstition, blind faith in what men say, & idolatry, to believe that a weave w/ openings commensurate to loose-weave

chicken wire can stop the equivalent of a gnat...just so story. But men presume on evident truth & conscience all the time, and

believe many just-so stories, refusing evident truth, conscience & not proving all things, seeking God, seeking out his word. Lies

entered in w/ that fallen cherub beast acting through the serpent beast more subtil than any beast of the 9eld the Lord had made

(so who crafted that corrupt thing? Genesis 6 & Jude may give some clues there), that old Father of Lies who sinned in tempting

Eve ever before she& Adam sinned (not that all were not responsible before God for their part in it).

There is nothing new under the sun. I have a functional immune system of God's design which I have sought to support in harmony

w/ all truth& his word, not presuming on magical-think& will-worship called faith, works-corrupted 'prayer', nor upon science falsely

so-called. I was truly surprised when I got sick in spite of all of that, my husband to the point of double pneumonia. The Lord

knows how to humble fools& those who presume, who ignore the 3fold witness& misplace their faith either as in chastisement

guiding (the rod of Ps23/Jn10) his child, or that other rod, convicting the lost, or those false professing found to be spiritual

b-word- for-1- w/o- the- Father- in- heaven-we're-superstitiously-not-allowed-to-say! Isaiah 57.

Folks far better than I took that jab. We continue to support his life-sustaining design to the best of our ability, refusing the world's

vanities, knowing his will is best, all things working to the good of those called according to his purpose who heed& come, not

continuing under the god of forces, the prince of the power of the air, the god of this world,& antichrist spirit rising. Subtly& as he

said it would: in his name, the counterfeit the whole world will receive coming 1st: a trial of faith.
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Yes Almond, it has been mask hysteria. I can't understand how people that graduated high school can't understand basic math. A

surgical mask 9lters down to .5 microns and covid19 is about .06 microns. The gaps in the mask 9bers are 8 times bigger than the

virus. Expecting that to 9lter a virus is like expecting a chainlink fence to keep the sies away.
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Yep Gui. The MSM lie by the hour when it comes to Covid. They, MSM, are lying by the minute when it comes to Russia taking out

the 14 bio-weapon labs in Ukraine. No mention of them and that they are U.S. DoD projects to establish death around the world. It

is just plain sick. I have Yahoo email and see the Yahoo propaganda daily. Their headlines of lies are my exposure to MSM and all

the thin ice they preach on.
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Over 65? I keep seeing that in articles. Some people I know over 65 still feel like they have a full life to live. No one, not any age should get

the poison jab. Everyone’s life matters, even older people
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Very well expressed, no one should receive any poison that they offer us with false lies. Youth is a state of the spirit. With age you

not only gain a wrinkled face, but if you have done well the cult of the spirit. With age you acquire the ability to be strong and

resistant, as well as the nobility of those who contemplate their day-to-day events with the maturity resected in the marks of the

smiles they have accumulated. Growing old accumulating youth, taking care of the health and wealth of the soul is a great feat,

since it implies learning to safeguard personal integrity, our soul and learn from our mistakes and defeats with integrity. Youth

must be taken care of to be young over the years. Just as we take care of our garden the Earth, let us take care of the traces of the

experiences that we had paid to build the garden of our spirit.
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Well said Gui
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the main portion of deaths are from coerced vaccinations of the aged - this " vaccine" is bad for anybody
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jamNjim
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........"Only when you get into the 60 and older categories do the risks between the jab and COVID infection even out. In the 60 to 69 age

group, the shot will kill one person for every person it saves from dying of COVID, so it’s a tossup as to whether it might be worth it for any

given person.".......... Statistics never lie, right??? Here's the problem, we saw our highest Covid-19 infection and death rates in the months

of Jan through Feb 2021. Those were the two months with the most jabs going into the arms. The people that were 9rst in line to get the

jabs were NURSING HOME patients and frontline workers.

Most of the deaths occurred within 2 weeks of the jab. All of these people supposedly caught covid-19 and died shortly after getting the

jab. They were all labeled UNVACCINATED because they died before they were "oKcially" vaccinated. You are not considered vaccinated

until 2 weeks after your 2nd jab. One nursing home in Auburn, NY made it through the entire year of 2020 without a single covid-19

fatality. Within days of the vaccine rollout they had their 9rst covid-19 death.

By mid-Jan, 2021 they had 23 residents die after vaccination. Here is an article published on the 24th of Jan that shows 32 died.

thevaccinereaction.org/2021/01/32-nursing-home-residents-die-in-covid-..  There was another article on this that came out around

Feb-3rd that showed 42 people had died. So almost a person a day was dying at this nursing home from covid-19 AFTER getting

vaccinated. Prior to the vaccine rollout they had zero covid-19 deaths.
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Interesting references JamNjim, with these data and reality checks, the Wuhan coronavirus pandemic is over, at least for

Americans who no longer get "vaccinated" now that the omicron variant is promoting natural immunity The Associated Press (AP)

reports that demand for the injections is "stopping" and has "virtually collapsed," especially in rural areas of the country. OKcial

government data now suggests the number of Americans getting their 9rst dose of the shot has dropped to about 90,000 a day,

the lowest point since the early days of the Operation Warp Speed campaign that began in December of 2020.

In general, Americans are no longer worried about the so-called virus, which means that they no longer have to receive the snake's

venom to destroy their immune system and permanently modify their DNA. The fake news giant claims that the decline in demand

for Fauci su shots is something of a national tragedy.

www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/us-vaccination-rates-collapse-omicron-subsi..  (02/25/2022). On said path to natural immunity,

Iceland on Wednesday, February 23, rescinded all current Wuhan coronavirus mandates in the country. The authorities of the

Nordic nation argued that natural immunity against COVID-19 is necessary to end the pandemic.

The Icelandic Ministry of Health announced the reversal of the COVID-19 mandates in a statement on February 23. “Widespread

social resistance to COVID-19 is the main route out of the epidemic. To achieve this, as many people as possible need to be

infected with the virus, as vaccines are not enough, even though they provide good protection against serious illness," their

statement said. www.lifesitenews.com/news/iceland-drops-remaining-covid-restrictions-s..  (02/24/2022)
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jamNjim, Unfortunately residents in many US nursing homes, except group homes that did not mandate shots for their workers,

suffered similar fates. Seriously sawed concept that these shots offered "protection" got warped out of all proportion by the media,

not realistic that anyone took the time to dig deeper to realize innoculations, erroneously being called a vaxxn, amounted to

non-sterilizing shots would not do much of anything, except overwhelm and kill those extremely frail residents and on the edge of

leaving anyway. And P9zer knew it, no one over age 65 was in any of their clinical trials. Hardly an omission! They did not want bad

news to leak out before these shots rolled out. Thus the intense media psy-ops campaign, mislabeling mRNA drugs as vaccines,

so younger generations would not object. Pharma and complicit US Agencies, starting with HHS are all guilty of endless lies,

murder, blood all over their hands.
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it proves that the elderly are number one on their hit list
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Thanks Gui, Real and Stanley. The original report on this was from a local newspaper in Auburn around Jan 16th, 2021. That's

when I was researching the death rates at nursing homes. I picked NY because of the questions about governor Cuomo and his

involvement in nursing home deaths. By the 2nd week of February most my bookmarks no longer worked. The one I have here is

one of 4 bookmarks and it is the only one that pulls anything up. That original report made no real correlation between the deaths

and the vaccines. All deaths were blamed on Covid-19. It was people like myself that was researching these deaths that made the

connection and tried to warn everyone not to get the jab. If you do get the jab you MUST ISOLATE yourself for at least 2 weeks!

That actually means at least 4 weeks because it is 2 shots at least 2 weeks apart. By March of 2021 you couldn't even do a search

for this. All you get from your online search is a bunch of "fact checked" BS.
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Had NO jab (ever for anything) perfectly healthy. Had covid (very mild) perfectly healthy. Nearly 70 years old, already done peak 8 9tness

on bike this morning (9am), will teach an hour Pilates later. Just get 9t, you'll be OK. Jennifer
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Yes Jennifer. is what is needed Preventive Natural Medicine recommended by Dr. Mercola and if necessary early treatment.

Extreme quarantines predispose to damage the immune system due to lack of exercise, reduced social contact, and the natural

stimulus of the sun and air. Anxiety, depressed mood, and boredom predispose to increased junk food and alcohol consumption,

affecting weight gain and mental health. fare.org.au/.../COVID-19-POLL.pdf  Quarantine effects reported negative psychological

effects, such as boredom, frustration, and a sense of isolation.

Glucocorticoids such as cortisol are elevated during periods of isolation and con9nement and can inhibit many critical functions of

our immune systems. www.sciencedirect.com/.../S0140673620304608  Epidemiological studies consistently support an inverse

relationship between moderate exercise training and the incidence of upper respiratory tract infection risk. Regular physical

activity is associated with decreased mortality rates and incidence of insuenza and pneumonia.

Regular exercise is capable of improving the regulation of the immune system and delaying the onset of immunosenescence.

Exercise and physical 9tness diversify the gut microbiota, enhancing the number of benign microbial communities

www.mdpi.com/.../622  (2020) link.springer.com/.../s12671-019-01137-3  (2019) www.mdpi.com/.../htm  (2020)

link.springer.com/.../s10865-018-9914-y  (2019)
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I am in my 70's and I will depend on myself. Yes I could get covid and die but I also could get the jab and die. I cannot imagine laying in a

hospital bed dying and thinking I did this to myself by putting that junk in my body. I work out at the gym 2 or 3 times a week. I ride a

Peloton 2 or 3 times a week. I try to watch my diet, although not perfect, I follow the advice of doctors like Dr. Mercola and eat low

glycemic veggies and healthy fats. I rarely eat sugar or foods that raise my insulin. That is the strategy that I am committed to. Everyone

must read what they can and make a personal decision but frankly I do not understand adults choosing to get the jab and I really do not

understand any parent allowing their children to get it. I think it is child abuse. God bless us all and pray for our world.
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And 9ght fear with the knowledge of real science because covid seems to develop a contagious social fear. In any case we should

be afraid of biological weapons called vaccines. A survey conducted by the Kaiser Family Foundation found that 53 percent of

Americans who have not yet been vaccinated against COVID-19 believe that vaccines pose greater risks to their health than

contracting the disease. It's a view that's especially strong among those who say they're not getting the vaccine; three quarters of

those who answered that they de9nitely will not stick them are convinced that the vaccine is more dangerous than the virus itself.

7% of vaccinated Americans also think the vaccine poses a greater danger than the virus. Furthermore, 34% of those who say they

are waiting and watching before receiving the vaccine also share this belief.

www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-9865469/More-HALF-unvaccinated-Amer..
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From the very beginning, I decided I wasn't going to be injected with an experimental 'vaccine', especially since the technology was

new AND my chances of dying from Covid were minuscule. I went to a convention in November, 2021, knowing I'd increase my

chances of exposure. Beforehand, I started taking Quercetin and made sure my husband did, too. I always take a multi, vitamins C

and D and oregano drops. I ended up with a sore throat two days after the convention ended (We stayed an extra week in Nevada).

I added zinc to my intake. I'm 65 and in good health. Then I thought I had allergies (but there's no grass in Nevada).

I didn't realize I had Covid until the exhaustion and loss of appetite set in. Those were my only symptoms. So, I think the Quercetin

made a huge difference. I added NAC to help with the exhaustion, which last two weeks. I'm fully back to normal. My husband, who

is overweight (probably from all the Coke he drinks), but with no other health issues, had the sniyes for a couple of days. And in

Vegas, while I conventioned, he walked twelve miles a day. For nearly everyone, Covid is not a death sentence. I can't say the same

for the Covid shot.
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allgooddogs - according to this article you are more likely to die from Covid injections than Covid itself - the risk is higher for the

vaccinated
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I am 74 y/o, unvaxx’d, and after two years of living life normally, tested positive for Covid over the New Year’s holiday. My BMI is

consistently under 20 and my vitamin D level is a tad over 89ng/mL. With my penchant for ice cream, I don’t always eat healthy; I

have no comorbidities and live a rather sedentary life. My symptoms never went beyond a scratchy throat - my only intervention

was nasal rinsing with saline and gargling with an antiseptic mouthwash. My triple vaxx’d friends were so perturbed my symptoms

were so mild and that it’s really true … Covid is 99% survivable, whether vaxx’d or not! Blessings to all!
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Post 265 Thank you all for your excellent comments. I think it’s necessary to know the history esp since WII and how Europe, England,

and USA, including Poland and Ukraine signed pacts with Hitler to undermine and attack Russia. www.youtube.com/watch  Dr. David

Martin’s videos on Bitchute will tell you exactly which countries and corporations are behind Kovid-15 plannedemic-genocide: chiesy USA

and England, also Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa – all Anglo-Saxon countries. Unless we see that Russia’s enemy is

also our (Good People of Earth) enemy – we will never arrive at the Truth and we will never conquer the global elites pushing all the

buttons.

Same people hurting with you with the plannedemic are hurting Russia. Because THEY don’t care about you, you are expendable, even

though you are Scottish and Irish, all THEY care about is money. If you want a better and just world, help us bring down the global elites. If

it is Truth you are seeking, not domination, not control, and you want this and future plannedemics to stop killing you and your families,

and you want to stop RATs (run-amuck technologies) that are destroying us and Planet Earth – then stick with Russia. Brother John says,

“Hitler was not brought down from within Germany but from outside.

So, the global elites will also have to brought down from outside and not from within USA or England.” Let us not forget that the main

liberator of Europe in WWII was not England nor USA, but Russia – who sacri9ced the most, losing 20+ million people. Throughout the

whole WWII, England and USA fought only 10 German army divisions, while Russia fought 200 German army divisions. There is no

gratitude! ‘Truth does not have to be defended. Just let it loose and it will defend itself.’ – Saint Augustine. Good People (even if you are

English, Scottish or Irish) of Earth Unite!
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Protect your immune system. produce your own food. In most cases, you cannot believe "organic" labeling unless you know the

company very well.  People of the world are being subjected to so much evil thru poor leadership--Russia/Ukraine both suffer,

China, North Korea, the United States, Canada, Australia... This is a greater threat to our well-being than covid ever was. I beleive

we are at a global tipping point with so much chaos. The world has become very unstable. A brief history lesson.

www.youtube.com/watch
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Hi TreelsKey, you have some good points, but you talk about WW2, 80 years ago. And Russia is something else than the criminal

Putin. The question is why Putin attack Ukraine, as Russia was warned before to suffer boycott, 9nancial burden if Putin attacked.

So Putin has much to lose. But before there were many months of restrain on Putin's part. The only thing he asked was a guarantee

Ukraine not to become a NATO member. But they refused again and again. That would be the same as Mexico would allow Russian

military to be at the US border, then the US wouldn't accept that and invade Mexico also. In fact the US did so in the past already.

The CIA invaded the Bay of Pigs in Cuba, when Kennedy (JFK) was president.

It was a failure. In response Castro asked Russia for help, and missiles came to Cuba. The US said: This is a great treat to the US,

because a missile from Cuba can hit Washington DC in 10 minutes, then we have no time to react to the attack. We can't accept

that. So the US saw it as a great danger in 1962; they were ready to attack Cuba, and to start a nuclear WW3.

 en.wikipedia.org/.../Cuban_Missile_Crisis  But Russia withdrew the missiles from Cuba. From Washington to Miami is more that

1000 miles, to Cuba even more. From the Ukraine border to Moscow is less than 350 miles. Today's missiles are supersonic, 6 x

faster than in 1962, so they can strike Moscow in a minute.

So if Ukraine becomes a NATO member that is a much bigger threat to Russia than Cuba's missiles were to the US. ~*~ Also

Ukraine is under control of the WEF, who gave Ukraine to corrupt oligarchy, en.wikipedia.org/.../Ukrainian_oligarchs  , They steal

Ukraine wealth and they want the oil in East-Ukraine also, but there the locals resist and 9ght those oligarchs.

www.occrp.org/en/the-pandora-papers/pandora-papers-reveal-offshore-hol..  . So this is also a hidden 9ght between WEF and

Putin, but that is another story.
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What is happening in Ukraine marks the course of the struggle for military and economic hegemony between the US, China and the

USSR. For several decades, the US facilitated China's economic rise, while the latter tacitly accepted US military dominance in the

Asia-Paci9c region. That period ended, and today Chinese geopolitical ambitions and American nationalist revisionism face each

other. On the other hand, the background in the consict between Russia and the United States is the inter-imperialist competition

that disputes areas of insuence, but we must distinguish that cause from the motive.

This is the US claim to place a close military threat to Russia, NATO in Ukraine. Warmer relations between Germany and Russia

signal the end of the "unipolar" world order that the United States has overseen for the past 75 years. A German-Russian alliance

threatens to accelerate the decline of the superpower that is currently inching closer to the abyss. That is why Washington is

determined to do everything possible to sabotage Nord Stream and keep Germany within its orbit. It is a matter of survival.

Washington needs to create the perception that Russia poses a threat to Europe's security.

That is the goal. They need to show that Putin is a bloodthirsty aggressor with a trigger-happy temper who cannot be trusted. The

media does not report any of this, instead the focus is on "evil Putin" who has amassed an estimated 100,000 troops along the

Ukrainian border and threatens to plunge the whole of Europe into another bloody war. In a world where Germany and Russia are

friends and trading partners, there is no need for US military bases, expensive US-made weapons and missile systems, or NATO.
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Several times the Vice President of the United States, Joe Biden, whose son is a member of the Board of Directors of the most

important Ukrainian gas exploitation company, went to Ukraine as one goes to his house. This fraternity reveals itself equally

strong with the new president.  How not to recognize that complicity that does not allow itself to be bothered by democratic rights,

nor by international laws. Ukraine has three things that attract the United States: the 9rst is to get to the Russian border with a

military base of force; the second is that Ukraine has something like 42 tons of gold left that they took to the United States; the

third is that in Ukraine Burisma Holding is the most important natural gas exploitation company and that it is important to take

control of it.

In this regard, the son of Vice President Joe Biden has been appointed a member of the board of directors of this Holding. What is

happening now between the United States and Russia is something extremely dangerous. The policy of expansion and domination

of the former, to whom the NATO countries serve as laborers, leads directly to this consict described by many as the great war

prophesied in the Apocalypse. A war that can worsen for humanity-

www.globalresearch.ca/crisis-ukraine-not-about-ukraine-about-germany/5..

 www.globalresearch.ca/when-the-cult-occupies-all-the-space-the-essenti..
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Good reports Gui, you understand it. The US wants divisions between Russia and Germany. First of all, fear for Russia its good for

business, they can sell more weapons, as you see Germany now adding 100 billion euro to their defense budget because of

Ukraine war. Other NATO countries will increase their budget as well. Second: this is an 100 years old British strategy of divide and

conquer, explained in the book The Grand Chessboard, by Zbigniew Brzezinski, that Germany and Russia should never be friends,

as together they would be more powerful that the US. Brzezinski is the man behind Obama and Osama bin Laden. Together with

George Soros he selected Obama to become president.

anarchitext.wordpress.com/.../brzezinski   For those interested in background about Ukraine consict should read this article: How

Obama and Soros Put Oligarchs in Power in Ukraine larouchepub.com/.../Xproof%20Nazis%20in%20Ukraine.pdf   Brzezinski was

director of the Trilateral Commission from 1973 to 1976.  Director, Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) (1972 to 1977) In 2004,

Brzezinski was co-chairman of a Council on Foreign Relations task force that issued the report “Iran: Time for a New Approach”.

So clearly he is deep state like Soros.
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You left out one major detail: JAPAN! Japan was trying to take over the world at the time. Till this day, everyone in Southeast Asia

still hates the Japanese. The US was staying out of the WW2 until Japan bombed Pearl Harbor. You know the old saying, "Don't

wake a sleeping bear". Well Japan literally did just that!
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Great posts, Gui. Nothing is ever as it seems, in this world!
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Exactly what hitler did neighbor! www.goyimtv.tv/v/2547034152/Adolf-Hitler--The-Greatest-Story-Never-Tol..
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This diagram is not in English but you will get the picture:

nabu-leaks.org/new-facts-of-international-corruption-and-external-gove..
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Treets - most of the memoirs from the German generals blame Hitler who made every mistake in the military book with his

amateur overruling of strategies on the Russian Front
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Thanks for that link, Max.
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Pete.Smith please correct the word treat to threat. "So if Ukraine becomes a NATO member that is a much bigger treat to Russia

than Cuba's missiles were to the US." Thanks to TreelsKey, Pete.Smith, & Gui, for your historical review and relations to current

events. Timely information.
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Thanks Otis101, I have corrected it, and I appreciate it.
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PeteSmith -- thank you for added good points. But why call somebody a criminal who is doing the only rational option he has left to

protect himself, protect Russia, and protect the Good People of Ukraine, especially, those pro-Russian people attacked for 8 years,

shot at, murdered, terrorized by neo-N A Z I s and druggists of western Ukraine? Did you not not see the video? The link is above. I

encourage you and everybody else to watch it if you didn't already. And i should add, the very man who might very well save you

and your family and the Planet from Kovid and future plannedemics and jabs and RATs. Good People of Earth Unite! "The World

will praise Volga."
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I don't believe the experimental injection protects anyone. It's just a matter of whom it harms the fastest.
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I agree
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I'm really fed up with the numbers, numbers, numbers! They mean absolutely nothing to me. “All age groups under 50 years old are at

greater risk of fatality after receiving a COVID-19 inoculation than an unvaccinated person is at risk of a COVID-19 death,” "COVID-19

vaccine inoculations result in higher death rates than COVID-19 does for the unvaccinated". Covid deaths? The mainstream media

declared some time ago, that the cold and su had essentially disappeared; because people were being "protected" by the covid shot...and

I have a big, beautiful bridge for sale! The covid shot only does two things. It makes you sick and/or kills you; and it reprograms your

genes/DNA.

The whole purpose of this covid psyops is to ease the world's population into Transhumanism! Wasn't "getting that shot into the arm of

every person on the planet" enough of a RED FLAG for you? This is Klaus Schwab and his minion's wet dream! If they are allowed to ful9ll

this dream; all of humanity will be turned into transhumans - with embedded microchips connecting them to A.I. and the "cloud" - "and

you will be happy"! I will personally hang on to my humanism for as long as possible; hopefully, to death. That means, no mRNA shot for

me - ever! The evil criminals who choose to play God, already have technologies such as "Smart Dust" that can enter our bodies through

the nasal passages.

Due to the fact that the oligarchs control just about every aspect of human life; they could easily slip pathogens/nano technology into our

food/ water, etc. Anyone who paid attention to the expert testimony in Reiner Fuellmich's court proceedings for Crimes Against Humanity,

would understand all of this. Of course; knowing what I do, about human nature...people just "don't have the time". Well; if that's the case;

then "humanity" is already doomed. BTW; If I do become sick, any time in the future; it de9nitely won't be from some harmless cold virus -

harmless, to those of us who choose to maintain good health.
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It's amazing; as well as quite concerning to me that the majority of the population - including many who 'profess' to be 'awake',

cannot see the inevitability of what's coming! The writing has been on the wall for a long time. Can you read? Covid is the

distraction! - zeeemedia.com/interview/transhumanism-klaus-schwab-and-dr-yuval-noah-h..
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The death rates for all causes of deaths, including covid-19 went up in 2021. That is important for everyone to understand.

Regardless of any fuzzy math, WAY more people died in 2021 than in 2020. Way more people died in 2020 than 2019. If covid-19

was the cause of these deaths then 2021 should have seen fewer people dying. It appears that 2022 is going to have an even

higher death rate. So far, the death rate for the 9rst 2 months of 2022 is greater than the death rate of 2020 and 2021 combined. I

expect that to change, but who knows? It may get worse. What a better way to distract everyone from these accelerating death

rates than to start a war?
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Yes, Randy, the globalist elites are the great product of the lunatic Schwab, important spokesmen for the techno-medical wing of

the New World Order with social and religious implications. They are the heads of the governments and the large industrial and

9nancial corporations that, associated with the WEF, press for the so-called global Great Reset, including associations with

foundations such as the Rockefeller family. They are seizing the "opportunity" presented by the pandemic, as WEF director Klaus

Schwab acknowledged, to transform healthcare, banking, industrial production, energy production and consumption systems,

global land use, and even the way we socialize together as human beings.

"Vaccinated" people will be marked as candidates for full citizenship in the next New World Order, rebranded as the Great Reset

that distributes disinformation to provide answers to save the world not only from COVID, but also from digital hacking, the

disinformation on the Internet and the whole range of problems that they want to dominate to satisfy their greed. The surveillance

state, arti9cial intelligence is an essential part of transhumanism that degrades the human condition. With all this they try to divert

our attention from the cloud of misery and rottenness that this humanity lives.

All these deep state corporations rob us with each other, to satisfy their greed, for everything needed to power their present and

future luxury. The big corporations are the big bene9ciaries of a techno-fascist state. Yes, they are true crimes against humanity

that must be judged and for this we need the strength of the great majority that drives the true change of regeneration, a true

"Great Reset" promoted by the great majority of people who must open their eyes and see the true reality.
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Jim; keep an eye on the next 2 years (if our society still exists). You will see an exponential rise in severe illnesses and deaths. I

guarantee it! Let's not forget that a big part of "their" plan is, booster shots for life, if you've taken the 9rst shot. It's kind of like

borrowing money from the mob, without understanding what you're getting into. You keep making payments; although, the debt

will be with you until you die!
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Thanks, Gui. There is another phrase that they love to throw around: "Build Back Better" I already understood that from the out of

control construction/developments that I've witnessed for the past few years. I now have con9rmation of that from Reiner's court

proceedings.
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Randy, The only countries with normal (predicted) death rates are the ones that have the lowest vaccination rates. It's simple

"Cause-N-Effect" deductive reasoning. You would think someone would be pointing this out! We have very few people even

questioning the narrative. Sen Johnson and a couple of others are raising questions, but most people speaking out are being

squashed! I'm afraid Sen Johnson will lose his reelection. We can't afford to lose people like him.
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Jim; I'm 100% in favour of "Deductive Reasoning". It's how I choose to live my life. What I get from the masked meanderers; is no

reasoning whatsoever! Their "smart device" does all the thinking for them.
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Randy, numbers can easily be manipulated. Just like in the early days of the covid jab when after people received the jab, they had

to sit still for 15 minutes. If they appeared OK after those 15 minutes, the jab was then deemed safe and effective. Didn't matter if

the guy died the next day. The particular jab he took was already deemed as another safe and effective dose of medicine.

 Regarding the new villanous character who has been surfacing lately, dr yuval noah sure is a trustworthy looking character. I

suppose like Trudeau, yuval is a loyal servant of Klaus Schwab.
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hi Randy - watched the Harai sound bites - my opoinion is that he has a bad case of verbal diarrhea
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hi Randy - watched the Harari sound bytes - my opinion is that he has a bad case of verbal diarrhea
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Thanks, Dude. I really don't know what to say to people anymore. Say anything that is not in line with the oKcial narrative and their

brain just shuts down. I had a brief conversation with the woman in the house just awhile ago and she mentioned that there were

many bare shelves at Save-On-Foods. I told her that there would be many more...no comment! I also reminded her that digital

currency was coming and the cashless society is almost upon us...no comment! I've told all these people about these things, more

than once.

They have short memories and short attention spans. These body snatched people can't connect the dots anymore than they can

sy. These are the same fools who will be begging to be microchipped and tracked, everywhere they go. They are also the ones who

are facilitating the ushering in of "The Great Reset"! I'll give it 2-3 years before this entire civilization goes digital - and I'm being

generous! Oh; I forgot...and this is important. She's blaming the empty shelves on Russia! No brain necessary!
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Stan; don't they all! I'm sure that I can even see it coming out of their ears! I would like to show a couple of these clips to a few

people; although, I'm quite sure that they will believe that they're FAKE. Only the "pandemic" and Russia attacking the Ukraine, is

real, in their shrunken heads!
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Randy, we need to keep chemtrails in the mix of toxins offered for the immune compromised. I would add a link but there is mostly

propaganda on the net that chemtrails is nothing more than a conspiracy theory.
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Otis; I've posted this link many times. It's the #1 site on the internet, if anyone wants to know all there is to know about

geoengineering. You will 9nd nothing but FACTS here. The documentary "The Dimming" is right there on the 9rst page.

www.geoengineeringwatch.org
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with their liability shield Pharma can put anything into these so called vaccinations - bribery and corruption are the hallmarks of their

track record - their business history shows a cavalier attitude with regard to the health and capacity to survive of its consumers - because

of the liability shield these scoundrels murder their consumers without a moments caution or fellow human consideration - Pharma is

EVIL and will impose its IMMORALITY without batting an eye because they are SUPERIOR to humanity - Corporate policy overrides human

compassion - corporations are not personally liable for their crimes - that is why Pharma murders for pro9t
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Yes, Stan, it is evident that health and freedom are not defended, convenience is defended. The governments have no scruples,

only an excessive desire to govern for their own interests following the dictates of the globalist elite. We cannot trust any

government, any public health authority or the media. Independent scientists and truth-telling journalists are slandered,

demonized, accused of disinformation, censored, 9red and called domestic terrorists. In the deep state many forces emerge that

imprint the current tyranny of information.

We have true lovers of power and money among the leaders and the structure of BigPharma, the institutional entities, the

information media moved by the strings of big capital. They are psychopaths who wreak havoc on innocent lives by uncaring,

sel9sh, irresponsible criminal parasites and elected oKcials who lie to their constituents, trade political favors for campaign

contributions, turn a blind eye to the wishes of citizens, swindle taxpayers out of dollars. hard-earned, favor the corporate elite,
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we agree Gui - these criminals are guilty of malfeaseance de9ned as - " What crime is malfeasance? Malfeasance is a broad term

for an act that is illegal and causes physical or 9nancial harm to another individual. This illegal act can be tried in criminal and civil

court. Under tort law, malfeasance has legal repercussions in civil court and the plaintiff can sue the defendant for monetary

damages." - the courts are colluding with the criminals in refusing to accept that a crime has been committed
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In his book False Justice, Eight Myths that Convict the Innocent, former Ohio attorney general Jim Petro wrote about ways that

defense attorneys overcame the legal immunity of prosecutors. They said that "it is not their distinctive function to..." and then the

courts had to prosecute the corrupt prosecutors who often knowingly convicted the innocent, by withholding evidence, recruiting

false testimony, lots else. www.indiebound.org/.../9781607144670  So can immunity be abused? You had better believe it, well

said Stanley, but that does not mean that it always stands. There are legal ways around it and clever legal brains can 9nd them.

And they should. It is my personal opinion as concerned civil libertarian and tax paying citizen, that so called "legal" immunity is

anything but legal. In fact, it is in itself, inherently, an unconstitutional gag order, saying "Don't sue, don't complain, don't voice in". I

object seriously to this very notion as an unconstitutional matter afoot, and to any so called "laws" which trample the Constitution

on its face. WHY are the false and draconian laws honored as the law of the land? We have to urge judges, lawyers, police,

politicians (if they want even one shred of credibility!), civilians all alike to have a good think about this and to NOT honor such

"laws" which are trumped by the constitutional ones.

And this especially includes emergency declarations which are said to be an "excuse" frankly, for suspending the Constitution.

What hogwash, what dictatorial power grabs! The Constitution must always be honored, or those not honoring it are committing

crimes, no matter what the legal *rationale!* (To be perfectly frank, yes, the word rationale is exactly correct! Hogwash, we have to

invoke this!) End of story. "Necessity is the plea for every infringement of human freedom. It is the argument of tyrants, it is the

creed of slaves". William Pitt, House of Commons
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Yep Stanely! Also, mandates are a clear sign that what they are trying to sell/push onto you either doesn't work or is something

different than what they claim. I've always said that if something really works it will sell itself. The fact that governments around

the world force vaccines onto their population tells me none of them work.
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good quote from Pitt - he knew what he was talking about - thank you - - Jim - the coercioin involved in the retailing of the

venomous strike {jab} is clearly because no other way of promoting poison is available - thank you
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I think what mandates are also saying is the forced (graphene nano lipids) drugging and worldwide 5g installation around the world

is no coincidence.
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and that is why their is a Sovereign GOD and that is why there will be Hell to pay for many, especially the Viper$ of Death
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No F-bombs. Interesting new research & interview on long haul covid, the Medical Oligarchy dictatorship, & how the researcher's eyes

were opened as to what goes on. Is the Fauci dam breaking? As those who have lived under the heavy hand of Fauci & friends continue to

wake up, as others see we have a system focused on pro9ts over health & this is why we have the worst results from not just Covid but in

general for the highest prices. It becomes ever clearer why medical treatments have been the third leading cause of death in the States.

Don't agree cholesterol causes insammation and statins clean up the problem, it's rather the insammation happens 9rst, and the bodies

response is to attempt to repair with cholesterol. Also wonder if this research proves true, do the same processes occur with regular

vaccines? Again, no F-bombs. www.youtube.com/watch
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Well exposed Just, The association between health institutions and the agri-food industry is what causes some people to die from

previous pathologies. Insulin resistance, metabolic and cardiovascular diseases are the true epidemic of our century. These

pathologies unbalance the immune system and produce insammation. The immune system is the main effector of the

insammatory response. It is the immune system that carries out and modulates the physiological processes that ultimately lead to

insammation. The immune system organizes all the physiological responses responsible for giving rise to this complex defense

mechanism that is insammation.

It is also responsible for ending the process and leaving the body in homeostatic balance. These pathologies Consider that

insammation orchestrates each stage of the life cycle of atherosclerotic plaques. Indeed, insammatory mediators link many

traditional and emerging risk factors to atherogenesis. The mechanisms by which LDL cholesterol causes lesion formation remain

unresolved. In the protected environment of the intima, sequestered from plasma antioxidants, LDL can undergo oxidative

modi9cations. Oxidized LDL accumulates in both experimental and human atherosclerotic plaques.

Oxidized LDL elicits a myriad of proatherogenic and proinsammatory functions. elevated concentrations of triglyceride-rich

lipoproteins or remnant lipoprotein particles are associated with elevations of hsCRP much more strongly than LDL. Insammatory

diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus and psoriasis can also release pro-insammatory mediators

from joints and other sites that can increase arterial insammation and potentially enhance the progression of atherosclerosis and

of course deaths from Covid.
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Hi, Steve; just a thought (or two)...Back in the day, when Monsatan began tampering with natural organisms - fruit and vegetables;

they had an ingenious (in their evil minds) plan to actually OWN the food supply by patenting their genetic modi9cation processes

and thereby acquiring Intellectual Property Rights to the food (ownership). Today; Big Pharma/Big Tech, are doing exactly the

same thing with humans (look at the link to the video that I posted). They have now inserted their patented devices into at least

hundreds of millions of people. They now have Intellectual Property Rights to these people (ownership) - after we were told that

this type of patenting of living organisms would never be allowed. Is there any confusion here?
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Gui Big Pharma conveniently ignores whole systems, discounts anything to reduce sales, to push for treatments whether useful or

not, & most of all shut down health measure starting literally from the ground up. Randy yes, when it is impossible to know what is

being agreed to with a credit card or the computers, & so on, what is unknowingly being agreed too with Jab/s? These sneaky

snakes pull all kinds of underhanded tricks to claim they own all. Your concern has been a concern with just regular medical test

taken as who knows if you have just "willingly gave away" your DNA for Big Pharma to harvest and use in any way they want. No

compensation for you even if your nuts enough to actually willingly agree.
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That's funny, just. I remember when folks who seemed smarter than that started throwing that old fornication word around: a

whole new level in hating mankind created in God's image, really hating God& any truth or purity evidencing him. I was 9 years old

before I heard that word growing up in the old America w/ it's lingering biblical insuence still felt. Following feminine curiosity on

what it meant &asking questions 'squeamish' adults hiding from whole truth in legalism& humanism shushed,& w/ no biblical

grounds for it whatsoever since the Bible is a very plain book, bore terrible consequences from those whose 'enlightenment' is

really a self-deception of superiority& self-righteousness, a spiritual bondage, w/ an overriding desire to de9le anything true, right,

good, holy or innocent...in the sense of a child before knowing, wilful sin; not denying the fall& the curse bringing death,& men's

tendency toward it w/o the miraculous intervention of God in a repentant heart, the circumcision w/o hands, coming by the

quickening word of God, the written revealed will& testament of God, the new birth coming of his will& power: not man's.

All bitterness& bondage sed w/ scriptural understanding, & reception of that freedom indeed.

All men's craft, philosophy & traditions like husks in comparison,& powerless. Our hearing it everywhere,& its acceptance is a

consequence, an 'outcome' of 'outcome based'& 'purpose driven' craft idolatry which people think they can distance themselves

from by dressing it up in philosophy& smooth words for the same sin! Kinsey's criminal fraud covered up& promoted despite truth

& evidence, suffering of the 'littles'.

It's a mark of men's coarsening of conscience as sure as the evidenced changes observed in the brain of prolonged drug or porn

consumers, that of which Gates' technology but laying the groundwork for, that mark yet coming. As the days of Noe, the days of

Lot. Not of Jerusalem above which is free, but that called Sodom&Egypt
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

steve - many argue that medical intervention is the leading killer in the USA - more than cancer and heart disease
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So unvaccinated people reported that their vaccinated friends/relatives had personality changes after they received the shot. I'm hearing

people on the news say that Putin is not the same person they once knew, that he is acting strangely...Wonder if Putin got the shot. Could

explain some things.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My gut tells me Putin is taking PED's. We all know his Napoleonic short stature over-achieving mindset. He is exactly the type who

suffers from Napoleonic like insecurity so taking PED's makes sense and would make him look puKer and having a larger cranium

than in the past. Who knows, but just sayin. For all we know maybe he does have a health issue requiring certain steroidal meds to

combat insammation like say prednisone or similar which would explain his facial puKness too.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It would be good to leave politics out of it, but one question I would like to ask those who condemn Putin is why is it ok to place

nuclear missiles on Russia's doorstep when it was not ok to put nuclear missiles on America's doorstep? Russia placed nuclear

missiles on our doorstep just 90 miles away in Cuba in 1962. Once discovered they were promptly removed when President

Kennedy blockaded Cuba, threatening nuclear war if they were not removed. And how would Americans feel if Russia placed

nuclear missiles on our doorstep just across the border with Mexico or Canada? Should Ukraine become a NATO member, Russia

would likely 9nd nuclear missiles on its doorstep, thus becoming a nuclear missile target within minutes of launch.

In February 1990 American Secretary of State James Baker assured Gorbachev that German uni9cation would not advance NATO

"one inch" closer to Russia's border. Since then many nations have joined NATO, including in 2004 Bulgaria, Romania, Estonia,

Latvia, Lithuania, Slovakia and Slovenia. Albania and Croatia in 2009. Baker's promise meant nothing. To know what is REALLY

going on in UKraine, I suggest you view this 18-minute video: www.youtube.com/watch
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If he got the jab it's probably their sputnik covid-19 shot? It's a regular (non-mRNA) type vaccine.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi ColdTurkey yes is true what you said, about the broken promise to Russia not to expand NATO towards Russia, but you forget

the most important nation, which is Poland.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Pete-Smith, you are right. Should have mentioned Poland.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Poor Bill Gates is sad because Omicron is a better way out of a mess that never should have happened. Tap in at about 32 seconds to

avoid two F-bombs directed at Gates & how despicable he is, true dat.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=GEzJNAJm0Jo&list=RDCMUC3M7l8ved_rYQ45AVzS0..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Indeed Just, Omicron represents natural immunity and the end of this false pandemic. Research shows that current COVID

injections stop providing protection against Omicron 30 days after injection, and at 90 days offer negative protection, increasing

the risk of Omicron infection. The puncture mandates of COVID will only bring more sickness and death and a terrible crisis as

humanity carries in its own blood the lust for power and money of the globalist elites. While the Pharmaceutical Ma9a prepares for

pro9ts from the diseases that are causing and will cause in the future.

With the "vaccine" the children have a great pro9t path. planned genocide, Major pharmaceutical companies in the US raised the

prices of nearly 870 prescription drugs during the 9rst month of the new year, as Republicans and right-wing Democrats, sush with

drugmaker cash, continue to block legislation aimed at reining in the industry.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/big-pharma-lobbyists-hike-drug-pri..  (‘1/31/2022)
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui as usual much of what we are seeing is actually focused on children as foundational markers of insuence of many kinds are

being set down for future use. Part of the next 'generation gap.'
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've seen that one, Steve. I wouldn't call billy boy "nothing". I would call him EVIL PERSONIFIED! His body language tells me all I

need to know. I have absolutely no fear of Omicron, Delta, Beta, Theta, Epsilon...whatever Greek name they come up with! I haven't

had to worry about suffering with a "cold or su", since I decided to never get another "su" shot - or any other Big Pharma 'offering'. I

like to keep it simple.
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good video, Steve. I'm enjoying almost everything I'm hearing from Jimmy Dore lately. Stay vigilant.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They're good steerers, these Young Turks, these Young Globalist Leaders. Taught by a master of deceit & false shepherd.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"SADLY:" - my name is Snake Gates
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iannestewart
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:31:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Canadian Blood Donor Association do not designate if the blood came from a vaxed person or unvaxed person. Please tell us , if an

unvaxed person were to receive a transfusion from the blood of a vaxed person , where does that leave us ?
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good point iannestewart. You better tap your own blood now to build up a stock, in case you need blood in the future, because who

wants spiked blood that is clotted.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The problem runs deep, GaryMcCollom. OnePoll asked 1,000 Americans to disclose their vaccination status along with any

changes that occurred regarding friendship over the past year and a half. One in seven Branch Covidians - that is, people who were

beaten because they bought the plandemic hoax - were found to have expelled at least three "unvaccinated" loved ones from their

lives for refusing injections. www.study9nds.org/covid-vaccine-stance-friendships  (2021) In the video slides you can clearly see

the difference between vaccinated and unvaccinated blood even if you don't have any medical training

lovinglifetv.com/dr-philippe-part-two-the-blood-slides-12-february-202..
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God knows!. Lots if spike proteins like the vaxxed person. I know unvaxxed deep tissue masseurs who have become ill with heart

and hormone problems just after massaging the vaxxed. They no longer massage until four weeks after the jab, is that long

enough, I doubt it. Jennifer
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you!
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Family/friends can donate blood that will be earmarked for a certain person, if needed (if they're the same blood type, of course).

For an emergency or surgery. If there are free-soating spike proteins in the blood, who could say if they might still act like the

'vaccine' and start reproducing in the new person? I'd like to see some data on transfusions from spiked to non-spiked people. I

wouldn't want to receive blood from an unknown source.
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"....Please tell us , if an unvaxed person were to receive a transfusion from the blood of a vaxed person , where does that leave us

?" Perhaps this Red Cross website can answer??? www.redcrossblood.org/donate-blood/blood-donation-process/what-happens..
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"DebbyW", "Family/friends can donate blood that will be earmarked for a certain person, if needed (if they're the same blood type,

of course)." You can research autologous and directed blood.

www.redcrossblood.org/donate-blood/how-to-donate/types-of-blood-donati..
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MMaster
Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is really for Guillermo. I had a friend who called me a murderer and cut off our friendship because I don't wear a mask! I can't

even imagine what he would say about me refusing the "vax."
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And people actually believe that these approved authorities overseeing the blood supply, as they oversaw social security, the Fed,

our rights, the healthcare system, the 'free' media & publishing, the 'free' public square, this 'pandemic' ....are (even if they wanted

to) going to actually be able to assure keeping separate & in safe-keeping, clean blood donated to the use prescribed by the one

donating it? Did they do that w/ AIDS & std-tainted blood which people received in good faith, like the hemophilic folks did, back

before this crumbling system was anywhere near to the point of collapse they've purposely driven it towards?  Now that's some

blind faith: either in ignorance, or willfully so.
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panotx
Joined On 6/20/2006 6:41:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@MMaster...I would actually guess that your so called 'friend' was really just an acquaintance....'real' friends don't act that

way....and if you think not, I'd say good riddance...
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Godsent55
Joined On 11/28/2021 10:45:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, have to say this data you've released today is more revealing and impactful of the High risk of injury and death from these

shots. With no talk of ending these shots, 1 can only conclude that we are 9rmly in Depopulation mode. Thats why HHS addressed

misinformation as terrorism. But the group of violators is not the people, but the media and others who withold and alter data meant to

mislead the people into beleving these shots are safe and effective which we know isnt true. We need to come together and remove and

prosecute all who are in trusted with the publics trust and instead knowingly violate their obligations to provide, care, and perform their

duties to the best of their abilities as they have agreed to in providing service to the people in our best interest, safety, and care in mind.

"We the people are the govt" and need to pay particular attn. To what Congress and other bodies including Agencies and others are doing

in closed sesions. If not, depop will continue till all thats left is a AI Society. Keep up the Great work and keep us informed.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The statistics about age variations in COVID is only a 9rst step in a true analysis to understand a prognosis of the disease. COVID is more

dangerous in people who are less "COVID healthy", deadly in people who are very COVID unhealthy. As we grow older, we can accumulate

many illnesses and many unhealthinesses, which contribute to the danger from COVID. Why is this important? We cannot control nor

change our age - except by living longer. However, we can change many of our unhealthiness factors. We can cure many diseases that

make COVID more dangerous.

We can prevent and cure many more cases of COVID simply by improving healthiness. Masks, vaccines, and social distancing reduce

healthiness.  Unfortunately, we don't study "cure". Our studies of cure are so weak that we cannot medically nor scienti9cally recognize a

CURED case of the common cold, insuenza, measles, even obesity and yes, COVID. The fact that we have no statistics for COVID cured is

a systemic problem Most cases of COVID, over 98 percent of cases, are cured, but we us waye words like "RECOVERED" because our

tests for COVID cured don't exist.

Our test for COVID are sawed but our tests for COVID cured do not exist, and our ability to determine the cause of any COVID cure is

stuck. We have no theory of cure, because we can't even say the word cure. If we map the diseases, the unhealthinesses that are

diagnosed, across age - we will see a perfect alignment with the COVID age charts. COVID - whether it be asymptomatic, mild, moderate,

severe, or deadly, is perfectly mapped, not to age, but to unhealthiness and disease.
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RebelChickJMJ
Joined On 6/7/2021 11:16:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well Said!!
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Bet65090
Joined On 1/18/2021 3:17:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’d like to see some analysis to refute the ludicrous statements by Walensky and Fraudci that the VAERS reports are car accidents and the

like that occurred once people got vaccinated, not vaccine injuries. Didn’t they make those statements under oath? Don’t people go to jail

for lying under oath to Congress-ask Mike Flynn?
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paulCscher
Joined On 11/25/2010 10:20:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This study is plagiarised from work I did over the last two years! I posted part of my results on Mathew Crawfords substack November 24,

2021 for discussion. Shortly after I received an email from Kathy Dopp praising my approach of using "All Cause Morbidity and Mortality"

as the endpoint rather than just infection. She continued sending emails probing for information regarding my analysis asking for links

and detail of the mathematics. The last thing I expected was the theft of my work!! I spent the last two years researching and developing

a better way to calculate vaccine effectiveness as the current method is sophomoric and inaccurate. I accomplished this and promptly

had my work stolen. It only took her a few months to reproduce my work using a different data set. This is outrageous!!
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

zeeemedia.com/interview/dr-reiner-fuellmich-update-on-grand-jury-nurem..    Dr. Reiner Fuellmich – Update on Grand Jury (Nuremberg

2.0) FEB 23, 2022 Source: ZEEE Media, Rumble.  "Please Share! Dr. Fuellmich discusses the way to progress away from the corrupt

governments, courts and oKcials led by the World Economic Forum, and what the Grand Jury Investigation's goals , the plans of the WEF,

the psyops used and what we can do to make sure we win.  Dr. Reiner Fuellmich is a lawyer who has been working tirelessly at holding

world governments accountable, spearheading the largest Grand Jury trial ever seen in history (known by many around the world as

Nuremberg 2.0, though this is, in fact, not what the trial aims to do). With the Corona Investigative Committee having live-streamed 5

sessions of the Grand Jury thus far with experts from all over the globe, Dr. Fuellmich joins us again tonight for an update."
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mittensmom
Joined On 10/1/2007 8:20:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The J&J didn't do much for my 89-yr-old father, he had a stroke six days after the jab, then tested positive for covid, then died two weeks

later.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At 81 not jabbed, I am safe!
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RebelChickJMJ
Joined On 6/7/2021 11:16:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I personally know of 5 young men who had heart attacks...last week a friend's 35 year-old Nephew "Died Suddenly" after Booster from

seizures, then a fatal heart attack! I met a women a few weeks ago whose best friend's 21 year-old daughter developed Blood Clots after

Moderna 2nd jab- docs did not catch clots and she had BOTH LEGS AMPUTATED!!!!! I know tens of stories as I am a Freedom Fighter and

push back against all kinds of mandates in California...the stories I know of 9rst-hand would BLOW YOUR MIND!!! Death, Clots, Heart

Attacks, Bleeding issues, Miscarriages, "Sudden Cancer"...Please pray World Famous German Attorney Reiner and his International Team

can give it to these DEMON$ and hold them accountable...or let GOD take care of them:

basedunderground.com/2022/01/10/reiner-fullmich-and-50-lawyers-the-vac..
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RebelChickJMJ
Joined On 6/7/2021 11:16:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Big Pharma DEMON$$$ of Deceit, Death, Destruction, and Damaged Children! Unbelievable EVIL...STOP THE MADNE$$$ !!!!!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/1/2022 3:46:16 PM
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HoffKen
Joined On 7/18/2021 12:36:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems there only can be a claim that anyone bene9ts from the jab is when other facts are ignored. There are no real control groups.

People are still not likely to die from covid if they are not denied access to the alternative meds that Dr. Zelenko and others show are

lifesaving even for the elderly.  The jab compromises, is in consict with, and weakens the immune system's ability to function and that

may be a permanent un-reversable change. The just released study from Sweden indicates the potential for the jab modifying the DNA.

The jab has not bene9ted anyone if it just opens up a new path to death at a later date. The claim the jab bene9ts anyone is the result of a

statistical illusion not supported when all the evidence is considered. The mRNA technology has been exposed over decades of research

to be bad science when applied to respiratory illness.  No more of this experiment on humans to collect more data. Stop the shot for

everyone.
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anthony.aaron47
Joined On 10/20/2021 12:55:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermou … Replying to your comment "Children are the main affected by this propaganda and misinformation." There's more to it than

just the propaganda being fed to children in schools … there's a whole other agenda beyond that involving treason against children by the

teacher unions …  unlimitedhangout.com/2021/08/investigative-reports/american-federation..

 unlimitedhangout.com/2021/12/investigative-reports/how-education-inter..
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oreo952
Joined On 3/29/2020 10:56:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A great educational video by Dr Shiva to pass on to others who would like to get educated about what’s in the P9zer mRNA jabs. This is

only part one and he talks about things that Dr. M and many others have already talked about but it’s still a good educational video. He

starts his presentation at marker 25.5 vashiva.com/whats-in-p9zer-mrna-jab-part-1-complete-a-cytosolve-open-..
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Throughout this ordeal we have been told a great deal of what’s right and what’s wrong. One message that is often heard is that the

elderly (whoever they are) should de9nitely be getting the jab. Recently, we have heard about the 96 year old triple vaccinated queen

being diagnosed with covid. Comedian, Jimmy Dore, posted a piece where her doctor was shown along with a box of Ivermectin as he

was about to treat her. When the queen’s staff found out that an ivermectin treatment had been made known via the Internet, a media

message claiming this was an error tried to erase all that was there for the eye to see…..to late! That mistake of allowing this box of

Ivermectin to be photographed appears to have wiped away 2+ years of deceit. Sadly, most of the MSM has no awareness of this.

https://youtu.be/Te304dCxf2I  Reuters tried to disprove the claim. You be the judge.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, DUDE, Ivermectin is good enough for the "elites", but not appropriate for the common people. Yes, by accidentally showing

Queen Elizabeth of England ivermectin on screen for the world to see. Now everyone knows that the powers that be are using

ivermectin for themselves, but they won't let you or your family have access to it. “Everyone gets ivermectin except the 'little

people,'” one commenter put it. “The creators of ivermectin received the Nobel Prize in 2015 for the role it plays in reducing human

suffering,” wrote another. The federal government supplies it to hundreds of thousands of people each year who immigrate to the

US It treats a number of infections very cheaply.” Another person noted that ivermectin is a broad-spectrum virus killer, including

su viruses.

“I own a farm and have been taking ivermectin for most of my life whenever we got a cold or the su,” another person said. “It

removes it faster than anything else. It's an inside secret among farmers who deal with these things every day."

miamistandard.news/2022/02/23/royal-hypocrisy-queen-elizabeth-of-engla..
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe I heard it from Dr. Z. (or was it Bryan Ardis) that Ralph Baric knew in 2015 that Ivermection was the antidote for corona.
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why can't this exposing information above -- along with other revelations of failure and wrongdoing by the authorities -- undo the

momentum of these criminal corporations and their rogue facilitators like Fauci, Collins, Walensky et al? Their mandates are as 9rm as

ever: They are not backing down and even when they indicate they may stop a mandate, they make it clear they intend to make sure the

mandate will be instantly reapplied WHEN "REQUIRED". They just keep rolling on as if nothing has been revealed about their unethical

activities and the toxic and deadly results of the drugs and anti-freedom passports they're forcing on us.

Why are these rogue government agencies stronger than the legislature or the laws that guarantee our rights? We have the right to refuse

medical interventions; no one gave Fauci et al the power to violate our rights. The legislature should lead, but instead the agency

bureaucrats are in charge. The lawmakers must step in and stop the bureaucratic crooks who have usurped powers beyond the powers

they've been assigned.

We are being tyrannized by rogue bureaucrats. We must use the law to remove them and secure our rights. It is time to legally withdraw

from all public-private partnerships that have gotten us into this dire situation. Let this keep going the way it is going, and a mere blood

test detecting patented genetic material in your chlld, could mean your child belongs to the Bill Gates Globalist Biotech Cartel. Isn't that

their Transhumanist trajectory? Total ownership.
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highseaspirate
Joined On 11/27/2021 12:11:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Now this new data needs bto be compared to results from past Fauci projects, say in Africa for instance... This guy makes Josef Mengele

look like a kindergartener. OF course the typical defense is always the quantity vs "quality"...argument, "A single death is a tragedy, a

million deaths is a statistic". I wouldn't mind seeing the body drop from the galllows in the middle of that sentence, after a fair trial of

course.
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't think inditements for murder are generally limited to the age of the victim... These "jabs" are bioweapons, period. The end users

(doctors, practitioners, nurses) are committing murder in the 9rst degree. Any questions? It is a disgrace that those who are best

educated (doctors, lawyers, and executive classes) possess the greatest 9nancial advantage, yet continue to bark at airplanes and avoid

the essence of the situation... You are all aiding and abetting murder and physical assault in the 9rst degree...
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justbev2
Joined On 4/25/2015 12:36:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is very interesting information about our lovely Canadian Prime Minister.

ncio.ca/brie9ngs/index.php/2021/07/10/nsicop-found-ample-evidence-tha..
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

justbev2   Thank you for the link of the day. I couldn't 9nd anything current on Cameron Ortis whose investigation brought the

charges. His pro9le description from two years ago seems to run counter to the charges levied against him and I suspect he was,

as they say, sying to close to the target.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For your information and consideration - About voting system machines and hacking from 2004-2006

rumble.com/vvynh1-the-central-tabulator.html  rumble.com/vvyoi9-the-memory-cards.html
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What "modern" medicine under the FDA has shown is a willingness to put everyone under a situation between a rock and hard place. Yet

here we sit. Because the people doing this are still in charge. In a not so modern world, anyone deliberately killing patients with bad

medicine would have been killed. That is not happening here. We are "civilized." Or are we? Malpractice as enforced by the FDA? Situation

where we have too many old people surviving into their 80s for the Government Social Security System to handle? Under normal

circumstances that 9ts the description of government people deliberately killing those people off! The motive behind such an action is

unbelievable. At Best it is second degree manslaughter. Reaching back into history Germany did something under the Nazi Regime that

was very similar.

How do you prosecute an entire profession for such a crime? The answer is you cover it up as best you can. That is exactly what is

happening. Cover up. And lord help the children too simple to understand and say the President is naked. Not literally of course. But the

old tale holds true. Thus the people saying it like it is get prosecuted. Our own governors put a whole lot of dangerously infected people in

vulnerable nursing homes to recover. Why are these governors not held accountable? The reason is simple enough. There is no

accountability in our system of court rooms and in our system of governments in the modern day.
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ghCnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We know it does not work and is lethal. But, let me thank Dr M for stressing the importance of the nebulizer. Last night I experienced

something never before in my entire lifetime. Suddenly my lungs were as if there were blast furnaces in them, hard to breath, racing heart

etc. In the dark I pulled my nebulizer from a drawer and proceeded to mix the brew. I already had normal saline ready so it was quick. I sat

on the couch and started my treatment. I was amazed at how quick the blast furnaces were shut off. I waited and did another before

returning to bed around midnight. I thought of testing for the boogie man; but I noticed a message from my nephew about TX & OH

having found an extremely deadly chemical in testing kits mailed to the home.

! My wife had just received 2 kits in the mail, a donation from her health system. Needless to say, I no longer trust health systems. I also

took an iver 12mg as I had read even just 1 dose does a remarkable job at stopping it’s onslaught. But, I owe Dr M a tremendous gratitude

of thanks. What it was, I do not know ; but the nebulizer was a big turning point … maybe even life saver. I haven’t reached that safe haven

of over 80, yet.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How is it remotely possible if this piece is in fact accurate that there has not been even ONE perp held to account as of March 1st 2022?

Think about that...not ONE perp and we know who they are, and have for how long now? How many have died who did not have too and

yet this continues. How many are maimed who did not have to be. Where is the accountability. All we ever get is lots of book sales,

product sales, articles and discussion...for what?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Because every institution has been bought and paid for- courts, politicians, media...
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Over the past 30 to 40 years, all US agencies have been corrupted. The corporate private-public partnership system is starting to

fail, look for more crumbling ahead.
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pha8194
Joined On 1/27/2015 9:16:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I received 2 Moderna shots and I’ve had chronic migraines ever since. I’m also noticing that family members are verbally attacking each

other especially my 35 year old son and 39 year old daughter!!! Is it the jabs that they both received or is it mellennialmania ???
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Nomadtrail
Joined On 8/30/2020 5:51:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For many months I had many unexplained symptoms . It started out with what people call tinnitus and became more intense as the

months went by . I had more than twitches in my body at times ( jolts ) in the end I become so agitated and developed problems

with my heart . The only relief I got was when I left the house . My husband 9gured out that the electric company had switched our

meter to the new “ smart meter”  which pulses radiation into the air /and with a cost , we had the old one put back . I’ve never had a

problem with Emf sensitivity . Although my husband didn’t really notice anything from the smart meter . We have not had the shot

but I had the PCR test which many articles say that graphene is in the test swabs . Maybe the smart meters are reacting to the

graphene in the shots and making problems for many people . Health problems , and people not getting along with each other . I

think the smart meters are a bio weapon in and of themselves .
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yesterday on my "Next Door" group there was a government announcement about the millions of children ages 5 - 17 who have safely

gotten the jab. The only comment we can make is by emoticon. Yesterday I entered a frowny face, which appeared to be the most

common comment. Today there are 587 comments, and when I checked to see what the comments were, only the hearts and smiley

faces were showing, and without actually counting, there appeared to be far less than 200 of them. I guess there were so many negative

comments they just removed them, they are even censoring emoticons!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doesn't surprise me one bit.
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The "Next Door" in my area deletes any posts and their comments that refer to covid, vaccinations or politics, usually just when

comments start getting interesting!
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Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jackaroni  I bounced those shills well over a year ago when it was patently clear that "Next Door" had nothing to do with being

neighborly. Give them credit for censoring emojis. When this dictator lands in the Oval OKce an executive order will banish emojis

altogether.
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mky32022
Joined On 6/25/2015 10:27:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nextdoor is a fraud. They closed my account ( when co19 just started & I carefully posted different views). They stated that I am

not who I say I am & I was never invited. They refused to listen or view my concrete evidence. Before they shut me off, I looked up

some fellow new door residents. It was easy to prove they were not my neighbors. They lived 10-20 miles away. They were not

renters or owners in my neighborhood. They always posted views & lies from the main stream media.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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Yes, I have also experienced discussions about Covid being cut short just when things were getting interesting. Seems to be about

50/50 for and against the vaccines and Covid protocol
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oreo952
Joined On 3/29/2020 10:56:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A video worth watching thevaccinereaction.org/2022/02/drug-food-and-vaccine-companies-pay-us-..
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great news! A judge spoke on behalf of freedom of choice, went up against the "Misinformation" narrative, stated that it is not democracy

to use a "Childish" and "sinister" agenda to silence critical thought and that it is Not a crime to question the authorities, defended a mom

from being character assassinated because she was concerned about vax side effects and her own kids' own feelings, and spoke to the

division society wide as a serious matter afoot. Very insightful judge who declared himself to be vaccinated (not biased either way and

open minded), cares about democracy and upheld pure facts about potential side effects, and this is a big victory! Court rulings can be,

and are, invoked in future court proceedings. www.lifesitenews.com/news/ontario-judge-defends-moms-stance-not-to-jab..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Mirandola, a great acknowledgment to the Honorable Judge Alex Pazaratz, for avoiding suffering to families and saving

serious damage to children who have no need to receive the "vaccine". This is part of the immediate damage from "vaccines", the

damage over time will be much worse- The Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunization (JCVI) essentially con9rmed in its

recently published advice that one in 10 young children who received the Wuhan coronavirus injection in the United States ended

up missing at least one day of school due to adverse reaction JCVI is an independent expert advisory committee that advises UK

health departments on immunization and makes recommendations on vaccination schedules and vaccine safety.

The advisory committee stated that more than eight million children ages 9ve to 11 have received the COVID-19 injection in the

United States. This means that approximately 800,000 American children were forced to miss school because they suffered an

adverse reaction so severe that they were unable to carry out their daily activities.

dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/23/800k-kids-missed-school-adverse-reaction-cov..  (02/23/2022)
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need more Judges like this!
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Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh wow, where can I buy a judge like that ? !
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermou, wow! Thank you for posting that. JamNJim, we are on the same page! Thank you for your good heart. Epi-Cure, if you

have nothing good to say and only sarcasm, then don't say it, and especially not on my thread.
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My heart goes out to the jabbed who are now discovering how their immune system may be wreaked. For us COVID survivors it is no

picnic either. 24 months later, I feel like my immune system is 9ghting something all the time. I now take my winter level of D all year and

lysine every other day to prevent cold sore like break outs on my lower lip. Thankfully I am 9t and eat as organically as possible. I still

have winter squash, canned tomatoes, corn and peaches from last season and a couple of roosters in the freezer.... Eggs are my main

source of clean protein. It is hard work, but what else am I to do. My son 9gured out that moving back here was a good deal. This year he

will do the digging......
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Good tips for modulating the immune system. Also the antiviral components of peppermint oil is a good remedy to cure cold

sores. In these studies, researchers found that peppermint oil exhibited high levels of virucidal activity against HSV-1 and HSV-2.

After three hours of incubation of herpes simplex virus with peppermint oil, about 99 percent antiviral activity was demonstrated.

The oil proved to be most effective in the early stages of symptoms. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/13678235

 www.thaiscience.info/.../10905309.pdf  Scienti9c studies reveal the use of Menta piperitaya that have been attributed biological

effects such as antioxidant, antimicrobial, antiviral, anti-insammatory, biopesticide, larvicide, anticancer, radioprotective, genotoxic

and antidiabetic activity. onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../ptr.6664  (2020) In this link with scienti9c references Four effective natural

remedies for cold sores heal.me/articles/herbalism-four-effective-natural-remedies-for-cold-so..
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

so what really was the purpose of mass inoculation of kids in schools?.......reason to kill them off...  So what is the reasoning behind

these political over medical science....from elected oKcals sworn to serve and protect you?...and why pay these bas-tards to kill you and

your family? ???? duhhhh  And who put some 'elected stooge' as your medical doctors? really who put them in charge of your personal

life? .....why is the government in my bed?
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trudeau in my bed......sorry....I don't sleep with frogs.....not my forte'  .....
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes mrrobb, the goal is the annual "vaccines" for children, behind which is organized crime to serve the bene9ts of the
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Pharmaceutical Ma9a and its government allies. The problem is that federal largesse to state educational agencies depends on

states demonstrating to the US Department of Education (DOE) (in reports submitted twice a year through fall 2023) that they

meet the synchronized requirements. with the "safety recommendations" of the CDC. In 2020 and 2021, Congress passed trillions

in COVID-related stimulus funds, a good chunk of which went to schools, but only if school oKcials aligned their policies with the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's COVID guidelines.

and Disease Prevention. One of the disturbing messages is that this educational lucre came with important strings attached:

federal strings that are persuading disgraceful school board members to adopt policies that are unfavorable and even dangerous

to the health and well-being of students. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-stimulus-funds-dangerous-tyr..  (01/20/2022)
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stanleybecker
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www.youtube.com/watch  or you cvan watch this - www.youtube.com/watch
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P9zer Partnered With Wuhan-Linked Chinese Company Supplying ‘Military Combat’ Efforts  他們是真正的罪犯

 gellerreport.com/2022/02/p9zer-partnered-with-wuhan-linked-chinese-co..    輝瑞是⼀家犯有叛國罪的犯罪公司
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Pete, It has also been revealed that the pharmaceutical corporation P9zer has partnered with a Chinese Communist Party (CCP)

payment platform that is being used to roll out the Wuhan coronavirus “vaccine passports” across China. P9zer says it is "proud to

support China's leaders" in this effort, which removes the rights of the Chinese (what few rights they have, anyway) and forces

them into a "papers, please" type of scenario. " in which they must show proof of injection to buy and sell.

thenationalpulse.com/2021/12/29/p9zer-partnered-with-alipay-praised-c..
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Pete.Smith
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Thanks GUI, P9zer supplying Chinese Military is that not high treason? Maybe China reward P9zer in this way for making the US

weaker with their harmful vaccines. I guess P9zer must have good protection by deep state/WEF that they are allowed to do

business with the Chinese, or maybe they paid Biden's son like the Chinese did.
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And all pharmaceutical companies using the moderna/p9zer nanoparticles delivery system for their mRNA jabs get their

ingredients from Canada. So Canada pro9ts off every single mRNA jab in the world except for China's. China is in phase 3 clinical

trials on their own mRNA jab that supposedly has fewer side effects, is more effective, and can be refrigerated in a regular

refrigerator. The reason theirs is less toxic is because their mRNA programs your cells to produce a small section of the spike

protein instead of the entire spike protein. They focused all of their attention on the area of the spike that attaches to the ace2.
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Arlen; "So Canada pro9ts". Canada is not pro9ting at all. It's Big Pharma, UBC and the government (Trudeau), lining their pockets.

I'm in Canada and so far as I know, my bank account hasn't seen one dime of growth.
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Like I said, Canada pro9ts from every shot. Meanwhile, shots that have shown to be safe (no mRNA) like the Novavax doesn't get

approval in the USA. I can't 9gure that one out except that Fauci, Bill Gates, and Canada won't pro9t from Novavax.
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The jab is an equal opportunity killer. YOUNG HEARTS PART 13 – INJURIES AND DEATHS INCREASE – CARNAGE

hugotalks.com/2022/03/01/young-hearts-part-13-injuries-and-deaths-incr..
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yes, I personally know of 5 young men who had heart attacks...last week a friend's 35 year-old Nephew "Died Suddenly" after

Booster from seizures, then a fatal heart attack! I met a women a few weeks ago whose best friend's 21 year-old daughter

developed Blood Clots after Moderna 2nd jab- docs did not catch clots and she had BOTH LEGS AMPUTATED!!!!! I know tens of

stories as I am a Freedom Fighter and push back against all kinds of mandates in California...the stories I know of 9rst-hand would

BLOW YOUR MIND!!! Death, Clots, Heart Attacks, Bleeding issues, Miscarriages, "Sudden Cancer"...Please pray World Famous

German Attorney Reiner and his International Team can give it to these DEMON$ and hold them accountable...or let GOD take care

of them: basedunderground.com/2022/01/10/reiner-fullmich-and-50-lawyers-the-vac..
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In other words, they become about 'even' in that age range where their statistical death rates are equal. Good grief. 1 Thess 5 is rapidly

approaching. When the 'survivors'& 'superiors', w/ their cronies will be saying 'peace& safety (too bad we had to sacri9ce all those

lessers& unsuspecting who might have resisted)', then sudden destruction, as the pangs of a woman in childbirth, the embittered&

deceived amongst Rachel not excluded,& they shall not escape. Tho they may yet repent, the fruit of faith changing as faith is made sight,

the warfare of the spiritual realm bursting into the open, men's hearts failing them for fear of what is coming on the earth, powers of

heaven shaken.

The redeemed of this age have always suffered the persecutions Christ said we would, some men coming early in youth, others more

hardly& later even as the thief on the cross as our age draws to a close. We do not know the day or hour, tho we can see the signs of what

comes after approaching, &Jesus said to watch& pray always to be found worthy to escape the time of judgment coming,cut short,else

no sesh would survive it.

Luke w/ the most parables to this doctrine. We watch for Christ in the air. Those going into it will have a calendar,a schedule, laid out in

Daniel& the prophets, in Revelation, the full counsel of the word of God. An endpoint to give hope to those repenting, enduring, in events

far beyond man's power to control. 1 Bible preserved best guiding, uncorrupted& on an entirely different foundation of Masoretic

Hebrew&Greek, preserved out of& thru Antioch, not Alexandria.

Some will see him coming,his feet upon the Mt. of Olives. Please do not go into these things blindly, following

men,hirelings,pro9ts/prophets,apostates calling themselves apostles,even 'christ'& 'messiah', but check the word, meditate& ponder upon

it. Flee to it if 1 comes con9rming the covenant w/ many for 1 week as Daniel would have understood that: a temple sacri9cial system,in

Jerusalem w/Gentiles.
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How about taking systemic, or proteolytic enzymes to reduce the possibility of blood clots? Couldn't they also help clear out some of the

"junk" stuff that might be a problem?
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This article features a photo of child abuse. We all know it is happening. Please don't rub our noses in it. There is nothing we can do

about it, except for our own.
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People...don't believe your mainstream news - I hope most of you know that - but when I read some of the comments, I have to wonder!

Remember this regarding your mainstream news - they are all paid puppets (no news anchors exist) and most of what they are saying is

complete BS. If they say some guy is 'bad' he is good, and some person is 'good' they are bad - its a complete inversion. Regarding Putin -

did you know (probably not) that he bombed US bioweapons labs in Ukraine (yes, funded by the USSA to plan their next 'agenda' on us -

and subseqent shots).

There is so much shady stuff the US is hiding in Ukraine, and therefore you are only hearing half of the story (more like 1/16) if even that.

They are building Putin up as a monster (I'm not saying he's some innocent angel) but there is a reason - because next they will blame the

upcoming Cyber Attack on Russia (when it has nothing to do with them) but is behind Klaus Schwab and the WEF the *** he is....

banned.video/watch
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Dr Merc, I mean Gui, the cat is out of the bag. Proposed Indictments have been given to local DAs all over America now. Dont want your

readers to get false hopes but I am beginning to see Freedom and empty nooses waiting to be 9lled ......

rumble.com/vsu7u2-doctor-dave-martin-a-simple-practical-and-actionable..
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Dr. Mercola, with great admiration and appreciation for your monumental efforts I nonetheless ask, of what use is this data? Most

everyone here knows by now that .5% of the jabs are short term lethal, age group be damned. Or are we going to present this info in a

futile attempt to convince government tools who are beholden to the globalists to reverse their path of extermination? Less ink would be

spilled on discussions of strategy than trivial parsing of minutia.
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I agree !
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There are under a half dozen billionaire globalists funding the in9ltration of western governments worldwide to enact the globalist agenda

at the expense of their own citizens and the sovereignty of their own nation. Back in the 1960's when American men worked for a living,

families lived together for the bene9t of their children, men were fathers and breadwinners, and the chemical castration that has

destroyed sperm counts worldwide by a whopping 60-70% decline, men had the stones to defend their civilization and families from

oligarchs. Today, the enemies of the working man give speeches freely bragging about the progress they are making to reduce world

population by 90% by poisoning and illegally mandating fake medicine, promoting wars for pro9t and geopolitical domination, replacing

natural food with synthetic garbage, poisoning your atmosphere and by extension crops, blotting out the sun (see Yale project funded by

Gates), sequestering the limited reagent for plant life on earth through carbon sequestration, buying off farmland to law fallow producing

nothing all over the midwest, shutting down energy pipelines with oil producing Canada while saturating the energy market with Chinese

demand, the list of ways they are killing us go on.

Wake up, tune out internet and dinosaur media, ignore the climate change scams, the bioweapon scare tactics and its phony and

destructive solutions.

Take back your country before the police state they are constructing makes that impossible and eventually punishable by death because

these people have openly committed crimes punishable by death and if they destroy the world economy by transforming the USA from

the world's economic and innovation engine to just another communist oligarchical hell whole, humanity is 9nished and economies based

on families of citizens will be replaced by ghettos of dependent and therefore controlled slaves..
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Misleading headline. Not just for anyone under 80. Anyone period.
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Dr. Mercola, I have always enjoyed your commentary that followed 'the studies' of whatever you were presenting...BUT now I am not clear

on whose opinion we are reading. There is no 'separation' of information like in the past - so now the information presented seems more

like 'what you read in the news' without your opinion stated. I will take this article for instance. So many things are not stated: There are

no delta or omnicron variants - these are complete lies, and were made to add the booster shots. I have a list of all of the names they

have already come up with with the variants (its ALL BS). Covid is the su, and the variants are BS. Those who took the death shot are viral

shedding on people, that could be what they want to call 'the variant.' Additionally, this comment above irks me, 'Interestingly, February 11,

2022, P9zer abruptly withdrew its Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) application for children under 5.6,7 The question is why?

According to the U.S.

Food and Drug Administration and P9zer, they want to collect more data on the effects of a third dose, as two doses did not produce

expected immunity in 2- to 5-year-olds.'  THE QUESTION IS WHY? Why? Its called this entire vaxxine program is a part of a massive

worldwide depopulation agenda. They knew if they killed too many in that very young group (kids who are healthy) it would set off alerts

to end their program of genocide.

That's the reason. No one is bene9tting either only destroying their health by taking these mRNA shots - which destroys your natural

immunity to 1/6 of what it would have been had you not taken the jab. To say there is any bene9t to taking the jab for those over 60 or 80

yrs. is ludicrous! There is NO BENEFIT for ANYONE to take these death jabs - NONE. None for any age group. If you call destroying your

natural immunity bene9cial so you can avoid the su - its ridiculous! Your information is light years behind what's out there now

unfortunately.
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Over what period is the relative safety and effectiveness considered?  Don't the Covid jabs wane rapidly in two or three months in

effectiveness? Over a year the average effectiveness maybe nil or negative.
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HoffKen
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There appears to be something seriously bias, strange, and bazaar about how and where comments are placed in this display.  I will not

comment anymore until I see an end to it.
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To prevent that situation, please consider observing the following: "Sort Comments by : Top Rated;  Newest;  Oldest;  Top Poster"

 Those four choices are always shown immediately above the 9rst comment. If you accept the default of "Top Rated," then any

comment might appear "...seriously bias, strange, and bazaar...." If you want to see comments in chronological order, sorted from

oldest comment 9rst, like I do, then you must select "Oldest" (listed from oldest 9rst to newest last) to see them in that order. You

must do this for each new article, unless you're still logged in, in which case the system will probably remember and select it for

you. This is a solution which can and will work to prevent comments from appearing to be placed in a seriously biased, strange,

and bizarre manner. Please comment.
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